Lessons from the Birds:
A Rachel Carson Puppet Play

Written by Attilio Favorini
Directed by Kellee Van Aken

It’s not easy being green, but, as Rachel Carson wrote, children have the unique ability to appreciate their environment. Her pioneering spirit and enduring legacy are brought to life for 2nd-4th graders. Lessons from the Birds brings a love of ecology, science and conservation to an audience who will literally inherit our earth.

Touring Dates: Sep 2012 - April 2013
Audience: 2nd - 4th Grade
Cost: $75+ (based on perfs. & travel)
Requirements: Classroom or library
Running Time: 45 minutes (with 10 min. talkback)

PA Academic Standards:
Arts & Humanities, 9.1-9.4; Reading/Writing, 1.3, 1.6;
Science & Technology, 3.3; Environment & Ecology, 4.4-4.6;
Health & Safety, 10.3

To Book a Performance
Contact Gateway to the Arts at {412} 362-6982